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Materials 
Item Qty
Old piece of furniture 1
Frosting piping bag  1
Fine/medium grit sanding block  1
Gold leaf paint  1
Knobs TBD
123 Zinsser Primer 
Cabinet paint in PPG Cool Concrete
Casting Resin 
Construction adhesive/caulk gun
7 inch Metal Furniture Legs

Tools Used 

Orbital Sander

Battery Tip:  A 4.0 Ah battery is recommended to be paired with high amp draw tools for maximum efficiency.

JigsawDrill/Driver Multi-Tool

Also Needed: Detail Paint Brushes, Paint Sprayer
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Assembly Instructions

Step 3
Blow off piece and wipe clean. Make sure the piece is free of dust, grease, and anything else on the 
surface.

Step 4
Using a pencil, sketch out where your “stems” will go. I sketched mine out on a piece of paper to use as 
a reference while I drew on the piece.

Step 5
Open joint compound and mix well. Scoop joint compound into piping bag, pushing out all air from the 
top. Cut tip so you have an opening about ¼” long. Gently squeeze joint compound out while moving 
across the lines drawn on the piece. 

Step 1
Select a buffet or entertainment center with a similar build to the Anthro Daniella Buffet piece. I found 
mine on Facebook Marketplace for $20. The biggest thing to look for is flush drawers/cabinets, so you 
can draw the stems from top to bottom.

Step 2
Remove hardware and sand down using 120-grit sandpaper. I decided to sand mine down completely, 
but you could probably get away with doing a quick scuff if you use a quality primer.

Step 6
Once dry, lightly sand imperfections from stems. I had to fill imperfections and sand again about 3 
times, but it will just depend how perfect you want to try to get them. 

Step 7
Time to prime! I used a spray gun, but if you don’t own a spray gun you can use a foam roller instead. 
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Step 8
Paint. I did 2 coats, waiting 2 hours in between coats.

Step 12
Paint stems on piece using gold leaf paint. Be careful to only paint the stems!

Step 9
Count the number of stems and pour molds for flowers. You’ll have to repeat this process quite a bit. I 
had 14 flowers, so I just poured flowers throughout the day.

Step 13
Squeeze a small amount of construction adhesive on each flower and attach.

Step 10
Clip stems off flower molds.

Step 14
Paint knobs & legs using gold leaf paint to match.

Step 11
Paint remaining flower stem and small details on flower (see video is there a link to the video?) using 
gold leaf paint. 

Step 15
Install knobs & legs.


